The flame of cosmic consciousness
I am White Eagle.
Say this to my people.
How many times in the history of humanity have we witnessed turmoil,
discouragement and disheartening events that bring us abruptly to the brink of
destruction? Too many times has this happened and now the planet faces
transformation for it is the only way out of the hell humanity has experienced for
centuries of disillusionment.
The illusion must pass and in order to make it pass you must lift up your hearts and
your minds and your souls to higher ground. You must look out over the ocean of
life and the sea of turmoil and lift yourself above it, understanding that the ocean
and sea that you behold are but illusions in the mystery of life.
There is nothing but consciousness – that is the true reality and to re-member that
consciousness that merges you with the One and the All is the task presently at
hand.
Raising your consciousness will dispel the illusion that spreads out before you in the
ocean of unhappiness and disarray that you perceive but all that will dissolve in the
mist of time as time itself will dissolve when you raise your consciousness to be at
one with the cosmic energy, with the One and the All.
Take time to breathe in the higher air, the lighter atoms of your nature, the true
constitution of your self, that you may understand and know fully the truth of who
you are.
Your inheritance lies waiting for you. It is but a matter of raising the veil, of
spinning out the tale into the greater story of consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness
that became manifest and now must re-manifest as its true self. There is no other
way to dissolve the cruel illusion you are experiencing.
Humankind has yet to learn its true origins. The saints come and go to alert you to
the Truth, yet few heed the cosmic message they bring to Earth. Pure inner study
yields results for within is the key to the Kingdom, to that which beholds you that
you wish most earnestly to behold.
You cannot see if you but use your Earthly eyes, but if you use your cosmic vision,
you will see All and know All. For we are All – all One, One with the All. And cosmic
vision will lift you to that holy sight wherein the Truth can be perceived and all will
be revealed.
No sacrifice can be too great to attain this vision, this release of the illusion that
holds you in its grip. Humankind can release the hand that grasps it and keeps it
within delusion. Tap the inner self and open the hand that would restrain you.

Mount to the higher places. Allow your energy to rise and so with that, your
consciousness too. And behold the Cosmic Truth, the rapture of True Being, of
Non-Being, of being Light and Love and Rapture and Joy. Being enfolded in the
greatest harmony and beauty for which your soul longs.
Reunite your consciousness with all that is – lift yourself above that which is petty
and mercurial and weighs you down. Free the hand that holds you. Unchain
yourself and bring yourself to a higher level.
Allow yourself to float ever higher to the realm of pure consciousness and there
Know the Truth, Be the Truth, See the Truth and forever be transformed and so,
too, the Earth and all within it.
Set your sights high and never let go of that vision of pure consciousness, of Light
Divine, of untold rapture for it is yours by inheritance, it is yours to claim.
Lift yourself up and all the world will come with you, for we are all One, and Eternal
Oneness is in the Flame of Cosmic Consciousness.
We are all One.
We are all One.
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